
Cliff Goulding Associates trading as AC Goulding 

ABN:  57 007 347 515

65 Grange Rd Cheltenham 3192     Ph: (03) 9585 7577  

Email:  service@acgoulding.com.au  
SAFE WORK METHOD STATEMENT

SWMS 047

Authorised by:

Date:

Activity                          
Break the job into steps  what 

are you doing?

Hazards                                       
What can Harm you of others                                                                                               

list Hazards individually, do not group

Risk Ranking      
before controls are 

implemented H,M, or L

Controls                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
What are you going to do to carry out the work safely?                                                                                                                                              

(Apply the risk Hierarchy of control)

Risk 

Ranking    
After controls are 

implemented             

H, M or L

Person 

Responsible     
for implementation of the 

controls

Notify all personal to be effected by the disconnection i.e. 

Owners, Managers, Operator of Equipment.

Ensure NO INTERRUPTION to essential services i.e. 

medical equipment, fire services, lifts, computers

Establish an effective earthing point  which could be an 

earth stake, socket outlet earth pin

Check t-bar of ceiling, tiles, t-bars or manhole/ceiling 

structure for any voltage reading using your volt stick. Test 

between the frame of the applicance and the established 

earth.  If you do not have a 240VOLT rated Contact 

Volt Stick DO NOT PROCEED.

RETEST YOUR TESTER

Trace circuit to the isolating point (via conduit, cable, duct) 

which may be a fuse board or circuit breaker board

Trace circuit to the isolating point (via conduit, cable, duct) 

which may be a fuse board or circuit breaker board

Preparing for 

disconnection

Electrocution, Falls - injuries 

Head, Hand, eye/ burns /injury to 

others

L
Site Super/ 

Worker
H

Disconnection of airconditioners

H L

Site 

Supervisor/ 

Worker

Disruption to services to othersNotification 
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Activity                          
Break the job into steps  what 

are you doing?

Hazards                                       
What can Harm you of others                                                list 

Hazards individually, do not group

Risk Ranking      
before controls are 

implemented H,M, or L
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Risk 

Ranking    
After controls are 

implemented             

H, M or L

Person 

Responsible     
for implementation of the 

controls

DO NOT USE MOBILE PHONES

Check and note direction of rotation (DOR) of the appliance 

to be disconnected (if applicable)

TEST YOUR TESTER for live at your known source

Test for LIVE between all conductors at the connection 

point of the appliance and between all conductors and the 

established earth.

Replace all connection covers do not leave exposed live 

connections un-attended

RETEST YOUR TESTER for live at your known source

Locate the correct fuses or circuit breakers controlling the 

appliance at the source of supply and remove or lock in the 

OFF position

M Remove fuse element (wire or cartridge) L
Site Super/ 

Worker

H

Tape the fuse wedge and fix a DANGER TAG correctly 

identifying your name, date, fuses number and reason for 

removal and replace in the fuse base.

L
Site Super/ 

Worker

H

Fit lock dog, padlock and take the key with ou if it is a 

circuit breaker. Note:  you must fit the lock dog/padlock 

and take the key everytime you turn a cct breaker off.

L
Site Super/ 

Worker

L
Site Super/ 

Worker

preparing for 

disconnection (cont)
H

H L
Site Super/ 

Worker

Electrocution / burns to hands

Steps to be 

carried out on 

each isolation
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Risk 

Ranking    
After controls are 
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H, M or L

Person 

Responsible     
for implementation of the 

controls

(cont.)
RETEST YOUR TESTER and then test for live between 

all conductors at the connection point of the appliance 

and between all conductors and the established earth. 

RETEST YOUR TESTER at the live power source to 

ensure tester is working

Draw diagram showing the position of the fuses or cct 

breakers on the switchbaord noting the current rating 

of the fuse holders

Draw connection diagram showing terminal markings.

Take note of appliance ratings & identifications to 

ensure the replacement apliance is of the same 

voltage, current and power rating.

Disconnect supply connections at the appliance in the 

order of active conductors first, netural conductors 

next and earth connection last.

Fit a suitable junction box to the cable and insulate 

the conductor ends with suitable connectors with the 

relevant drawings inside the junction box

Attach DANGER TAGS to the cable and secure to 

prevent mechanical damage

If required to leave the site notify people in charge of 

the area of your progress and leave the area in a safe 

condition

Recording 

works/ House 

keeping

L
Site Super/ 

Worker

L
Site Super/ 

Worker
L

M L
Site Super/ 

Worker

Electric shock / burns

M
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